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from bridge to bridge ...
from the bridge of saint-nazaire to the 
verrazano bridge in new york, the bridge 
will bring together the most fabulous ocean 
racing boats and the most prestigious 
transatlantic liner. a century after the landing 
of the first american soldiers who came to 
fight alongside the allies to defend liberty. 
the bridge will provide the perfect stage 

for a fantastic race , which will start on June 
25th 2017.
as part of the centennial mission 14-18,  
this significant event invites companies to 
join the club 100 to come on board at the 
heart of the race for a unique voyage on the 
finest ocean liner. 2,691 passengers are  
expected to follow the race, live, from on 
board in the atlantic.

…2017, the brIdGe takes us on board !1917, the amerICans Came ashore...

we build too many walls and not enough bridges.  
isaac newton“ ”

france and the the United states, this project speaks to me.  
it is also a little nod to history to say thank you for everything 
that happened before. it makes  complete sense to me  
to be involved as i fully identify with the bridge. i am also  
passionate about the sea, i adore water and boats.  
a race like this between a liner and large sailing boats  
will be very impressive. it is a big project that is growing and  
i look forward to seeing the event. 
tony parker, sponsor of the bridge 

“

”

THE BRIDGE is an unprecedented challenge: the celebration of 100 years of friendship and solidarity 
between France and the United States, a historic transatlantic race between Queen Mary 2 and a fleet of 

giant trimarans, following in the footsteps of the 1917 landing. A first of its kind!  
Designed and imagined as a bridge of friendship, THE BRIDGE also gives pride of place to jazz and basketball, 

showcasing a century of friendly and cultural exchanges between the two countries.  
This Franco-American event is supported by the basketball player Tony Parker, and symbolises the ties

 people  forged over several generations between men who are separated by the ocean but united in friendship.
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summary

THE BRIDGE 2017 welcomes individuals and entrepreneurs aboard on a unique journey to a magical city: New York.

editorial patrick boissier, president of the the bridge association
                   francis vallar, vice-president of the the bridge association and president of the sUpport committee

it took a year for a crazy idea to become an irresistible dream, another year for this dream to evolve  
into a solid project (launched in october 2015 at the hotel de brienne). it took a third year to be able 
to proudly present the majestic fruit of the tremendous efforts of our various teams, supporters and 
partners, coordinated by the the bridge 2017 association and especially the organiser  
"profil grand large" and their skipper, damien grimont .

today, we unveil the extraordinary diversity of the event in france, in the atlantic, in america.  
a maritime celebration whose spirit will take competitors breath away and which we hope will provide 
some great times and strengthen the ties of friendship competitors’ between france and the Usa.

passengers who chose to come on board will experience a memorable and emotional  event  
that brings together culture, music, sports, military history and peace.

Under the leadership of  
Joseph Zimet (Director General) 
and David Zivie (Deputy Director 
General), the Centennial  
Mission 14-18 aims to accompany 
the implementation of the  
First World War Centennial  
commemorative programme.  
It is within this official framework 
that THE BRIDGE 2017 wishes 
to pay tribute to the "Sammies", 
whose decisive support for  
the Triple Entente helped to put 
an end to a conflict involving  
50 countries worldwide.

the CentennIal 
mIssIon

the saInt-nazaIre “sammy:” spreads Its wInGs

more than one passerby has been intrigued by the enormous bronze  
eagle that carries an american soldier brandishing a sword on its back. 
the monumental statue which adorns the waterfront of saint-nazaire  
is known by the locals as the “american monument” or, more  
affectionately, the “sammy”.

the work was solemnly inaugurated on June 27th, 1926, in the 
presence of the american general pershing, who was commander-in-chief 
of the american forces in europe during the first world war. it was made 
thanks to the new york society, “saint-nazaire association of base 
section 1”,  and the statue commemorates the arrival of the american 
troops in saint-nazaire from 1917. the city is therefore one of the most 
important landing harbours in the world. 

the statue is the work of the american 
artist gertrude v. whitney (1875 - 
1942). the wingspan of the eagle,  
a symbol of america, is 12 metres;  
the statue weighs 10 tonnes and  
is positioned on a high plinth carved 
in breton granite.
on december 13th, 1941, german 
occupiers destroyed the monument to 
use the bronze. it was not until 1989, 
thanks to a major franco-american 
campaign of support, that the “sammy” 
was rebuilt exactly the same as 
before and was returned to its place 
on the grand traict beach.
on June 25th, 2017, at the start of  
the bridge’s great race, the Queen 
mary 2 and the giant trimarans will 
carry out  a special salute, just two 
days before its 91st anniversary ...

"2017 will be a major commemorative year for the atlantic 
seaboard. several key harbours are already preparing for the 
centenary of the participation of the United states of america 
in the first world war and the arrival of american troops; in
particular, the cities of boulogne-sur-mer, brest and saint-nazaire , 
where more than 2 million soldiers landed from 1917 onwards.

the bridge project fits directly into these ambitious plans, 
and will be the highlight of the 2017 commemorative season. 
the Queen mary 2 cruise liner crossing from saint-nazaire 
to new york in June will be a strong symbol of the support 
given a hundred years ago by the american allies. it was an 
immense social and cultural upheaval that gave rise to the 
arrival of these millions of soldiers from across 
the atlantic, bringing with them jazz and new 
sports as well as profound changes to the 
landscape and infrastructure.

the first world war centennial mission, under 
the patronage of Jean-yves le drian, minister 
of defence, and Jean-marc todeschini,  
secretary of state for veterans affairs 
and remembrance, have been part of this 
ambitious project since it was first created in 
2014. they will participate actively in setting 
up the rich and full cultural programme on 
offer to celebrate the 100 years of franco-
american friendship across the atlantic.

this spectacular and popular event will shine 
a spotlight on the centennial celebrations, 
highlighting the participation of the atlantic 
coastal territories in the war effort and the 

consolidation of a strong franco-american alliance,  
a new milestone in  our common history, and an  extension  
of the support that the marquis of la fayette had brought  
to american revolutionaries.

the centennial mission is proud to accompany  
this groundbreaking and ambitious project, extending  
a new bridge, a hundred years later, from france to the  
United states of america."

Joseph zImet
director general of the centennial mission of  
the first world war



this project is full of ambition and audacity. i am happy to accom-
pany it, linked to the centenary mission and the cultural services of 
the embassy of france and the United states, to look in the mirror of 
our glorious past, and write a new page of  friendly franco-american 
relations.  
Jean-yves le drian, minister of defence, honorary chair of the support 
committee of the bridge

“
”

4 5the transat of the centUryorigins

damien grimont, creator and organiser 
of the bridge, talks aboUt the origins 
of this extraordinary event.

how did the idea of   the brIdGe 2017 come 
about?
the idea came about when thinking of the 
record snsm (an annual sailing event to 
support the snsm, note to editors). i was 
looking for a project that would be identified 
with saint-nazaire, capable of creating a 
spectacular event. and it all began from the 
top of an apartment overlooking the harbour, 
with an unobstructed view of the chantiers 
de l’atlantique shipyard. i realised that if 
there was indeed a ‘city of ocean liners’, it 
was right here. and that if there was indeed 
a liner that inspired us to dream, it was 
the Queen mary 2, especially in this city 
where thousands of people had worked on 
its construction. so i needed to envisage a 
concept to bring it back to saint-nazaire, 
after its departure in 2003 and the dramatic 
footbridge accident which marked the end 
of its construction site. initially, i thought 

of creating an outstanding record snsm. 
to remain faithful to the play of letters 
between sn and sm, i was searching for a 
name beginning with m   in the United states.  
the name i came across was marguerite. 
sainte-marguerite is the name given by the 
explorer giovanni da verrazano to the bay in 
new york. the bay which shares its name with 
the bridge at the entrance to the bay. from 
bridge to bridge, and the bridge seemed 
the obvious name for the concept. after that, 
there  remained the task of making sense of 
all this. then, as i walked one day along the 
embankment of saint-nazaire, i contem-
plated the monument of the american soldier 
and realised the importance of this major 
historical fact. commemorating the centenary 
of one of the greatest landings in history was 
the only event worthy of bringing the Queen 
mary 2 back to saint-nazaire. 

what were the main difficulties to overcome 
in setting up such an elaborate project?
seen from the outside, it seems like an 
impossible challenge. nobody believed the 
Queen mary 2 could be brought back to 
saint-nazaire. there were technical and emo-
tional challenges involved. with its 11-metre 
draught, only an exceptionally high tidal coef-
ficient would allow it. on the day of the cente-
nary of the landing, the coefficient is 106! so 
we will be able to get her through the louis 
Joubert lock. also, the signing of the charter 
agreement took a long time. financially it 
has been, and still is, a huge challenge. we 
stood at the foot of the bridge, pondering 
how we could market 1,310 cabins, which is 
the equivalent of three high-speed trains! 
that is when we had the brainwave: the 100 
club. it was created to meet a constraint that 
has ended up becoming an opportunity. the 
visionary entrepreneurs who are part of it are 
not only sponsors; they are coming on board 

as skippers of the Queen mary 2 ! 

the 100 Club is the result of collaboration...
yes, and it is the perfect illustration of the 
spirit of the bridge 2017, a project that 
holds the principles of open communication 
and co-construction with the members of 
the association: patrick boissier and francis 
vallat, an incredible duo, yves gillet, my 
long-time partner and friend, and Jean-marie 
biette who is with us in all our adventures. 
they were the only ones able to take up this 
crazy challenge! i would also like to mention 
frédéric vroom and frédéric marchand, two 
high-level lawyers. without this “dream 
team” of experts, we would never have 
reached this far.. 

what are the event’s main strengths?
in the present context, it seems to me 
vitally important to remember the values   
of kinship which united the two countries 
and which have advanced the rights and 
freedoms of both. there is also a sense of 
wonder and magic in the bridge 2017. a 
battle between the most prestigious liner 
and the biggest multihulls really fires the 
imagination! with this event, we can prove 
that it’s possible to do beautiful things and 
see crazy dreams come true. we bring a 
little lightness and optimism to a very harsh 
world. i would highlight the project's ability 
to bring together people from all walks of 
life: sailors, artists, basketball players, and 
entrepreneurs... all together, we can build on 
the past to build the future. we give meaning 
to the commemorations by turning to the 
future: sailing machines and clean energy, 
3x3 basketball and sports accessible to all 
and the companies of tomorrow are all at the 
heart of the adventure.

an Idea and a tIdal CoeffICIent…

THE BRIDGE comes as a result of the mad idea 
 of chartering the Queen Mary 2 so that she can set off 

on a transatlantic race,  in homage to the hundred years 
of common history shared with the USA,  

against the fastest sailing boats on the planet .

 “they did not know it was impossible, so they 
did it." this quote from american writer , 
mark twain,  is undoubtedly the one that best 
illustrates the exceptional participation of 
the famous "liner" in the bridge. it resulted 
in the signing of the exceptional charter 
agreement on september 1st, 2016, in  
southampton, its home port: a unique 
contract between the british company cunard 
and the the bridge 2017 association. 

the challenge, thought up  by the organiser  
and offshore sailor damien grimont, 
launched under the high patronage of  
Jean-yves le drian, minister of defence, 
becomes reality. a fleet of carbon maxi- 
multihulls, led by the greatest talents in 
offshore racing, is expected to give the steel 
giant a good run on the oceanic race that  
will go down in history.

a hIstorICal Charter full steam ahead for the atlantIC

françoIs Gabart :       “the brIdGe, somethInG new that mIxes styles”
what are your expectations for this 
somewhat unusual race?
i see the bridge as something fun and 
innovative. i am particularly interested in 
the combination of styles including sailing, 
basketball, jazz, and history. i hope this will 
stir people's curiosity and allow us to reach 
new audiences.   

Can your trimaran macif beat the Queen mary 2?
the Queen mary 2 is a beautiful liner that 
macif can beat if there are the right weather 
conditions at the time. again, the interesting 
thing about it is to have a slightly different 
way of approaching the race, potentially 
bringing the media and the public closer to 
our boats, and to allow the privileged crew on 

the liner to live the race from the inside and 
be part of the action.

who will be in your crew?
macif is not necessarily the best boat to sail 
with a crew but we will manage, and there is 
nothing to worry about. i have not yet chosen 
my crew. on the other hand, i know that this 

race will be a good preparation for my next big 
challenge planned for winter 2017 on the macif 
trimaran; a round the world solo. i will therefore
choose the people on board accordingly: to surround 
myself both in the short term with those who can 
help with good performance and then in the 
long term with those who will be able to help me
afterwards to prepare for the round the world race.

winner of the Vendée Globe and the route du rhum on board 
his Imoca monohull, françois Gabart, at the helm of the latest 
generation of maxi-multihulls, joins the circuit of these giants 
with sails designed for a solo circumnavigation. as part of the 
preparation for the upcoming “xxlarge” ocean challenge,  
the brIdGe 2017 - and its crewed race against the Queen mary 2 - 
is certainly in a league of its own and not to be missed.

interview

interview

early in the morning of July 1st, after six days 
at sea, the Queen mary 2 is scheduled to arrive 
in manhattan and will be welcomed, accor-
ding to tradition, by the lights of the statue 
of liberty. the legendary liner with 157,000 
horsepower, and cruise speed of 28 knots, will 
aim for steady metronome tempo on the most 
direct course. according to the statistics, only 

exceptional weather conditions, the chances 
of which are one in ten, would allow the Ultim 
trimarans, capable of sudden accelerations of 
up to 35 knots and more, to steal the limelight 
from the steel giant in the bay of new york. the 
regatta nevertheless promises to be packed with 
excitement and engagement between the crews 
invited to compete for the first time on this 

course between the bridges of saint-nazaire 
and verrazano.

a reCord-breakInG europe- north 
amerICa route
with its unprecedented route that retraces 
the landing of 1917, the bridge opens a new 
route against the prevailing winds across the 

north atlantic. the crews gathered for this 
symbolic first will have to fight at the highest 
level with tactics and pure speed to establish 
the first reference time on this extraordinary 
race. the first trimarans are expected to 
finish 24 to 30 hours after the Queen mary 2, 
which will cross the atlantic on an almost 
straight course. and at full steam ahead.

THE BRIDGE promises to be a thrilling race and a unique event. On June 25th, 2017, at 7 pm,  
the waters of the Loire estuary will be buzzing with activity in front of THE BRIDGE of Saint-Nazaire,  
for the start of the transatlantic race, a total of 3,150 miles to New York.



the eventthe crossing of the centUry 76

flagship of british company, cunard,  
the Queen mary 2 is distinguished by its red 
and black hull and its slender lines evoking 
the ocean liners at the beginning of the cen-
tury. the first crossing of the atlantic aboard 
a liner of this type dates from 1840, when sir 
samuel cunard owned these ships that were 
built to develop transport links between the 
european and american continents.  
no one could have thought, not even  
sir cunard, that these passenger ships would 
also voyage cross the centuries.

ChrIstened by the Queen
in 1998, plans for the Queen mary 2 took 
shape under the orders of naval architect 
stephen payne and work began in saint- 
nazaire in 2002. one year after its launch 
and its christening by Queen elizabeth ii, 
passengers filled the decks of this superb 
ship that set sail for its very first cruise on 
January 12th, 2004.

41 london buses, 3 football pItChes
worthy successor to the Queen elizabeth, 
the Queen mary 2 became the biggest, 

longest, tallest, widest and most expensive 
passenger ship of all time. taller than the 
statue of liberty, the tower of london and 
the coliseum in rome, the Queen mary 2 has 
always been awe inspiring because of its 
size, capacity and speed. it is 345 metres 
long and measures the equivalent of more 
than three times the length of a football field 
or 41 london buses lined up nose-to-tail. in 
may 2016, the majestic liner was overtaken 
in size by another liner, but only marginally, 
by the harmony of the seas. however, she still 
remains the most beautiful in existence.

the most beautIful oCean lIner

nantes 

fridday June 16th

saturday June 17th-wednesday June 21st

wednesday June 21st 
thursday June 22nd

saInt-nazaIre
 

thursday June 22nd

friday June 23rd

saturday June 24th

sunday June 25th

new york  
 July 1st 

between July 2nd and July 4th

 

arrival of the multihulls
4th fIba 3x3 world Championship
music festival
Journey along the loire between nantes and saint-nazaire

arrival of the maxi-trimarans into the harbour of saint-nazaire 
opening of the event village
arrival of military ships from the atlantic coast
arrival of the Queen mary 2 and entry into the louis Joubert lock (saint-nazaire harbour)
Concert, sound and light show for the general public
start of the brIdGe 2017

arrival of the Queen mary 2
arrival of the first boats

on december 27th, 1917, Jazz, a musical genre 
born in the United states in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, came to brest 
with the appropriately named lieutenant James 
reese europe and his “brass band”. a hundred 
years later, from ragtime to present-day jazz, 
this constantly evolving musical current 
covers many sub-genres, merging together 
african-american origins and euro-american 
offshoots. from swing to fusion through bebop, 
free, hip-hop and electro, this is a culture in 
permanent movement, open to improvisation, 
keeping generations of music lovers dancing.

the rhythms of jazz in all its forms will 
accompany the bridge, inviting stars and 
well-known artists to share front stage at  
this event.

 the music festival on June 21st in nantes will 
mix styles and genres in saint-nazaire, and a 
special evening at the central park summers-
tage festival in new york will include highlights 
of an eclectic programme celebrating the 
influence and diversity of american music.

3 plaCes /  3 eVentful weeks
The Queen Mary 2 is the star of THE BRIDGE and is attracting much attention.  
Profile of a prestigious liner that is still making waves.

A Bridge of friendship between France and the United States, THE BRIDGE, 
celebrates a century of exchanges between the two countries.  
Jazz and basketball, two symbols of North American culture that the soldiers 
brought with them to the European continent, will take centre-stage during  
the celebrations from Nantes to Saint-Nazaire, and all the way to New York.

“

”

the Queen mary 2 is not only an  
ambassador for great britain, she is also  

an ambassador for france. the bridge  
project is perfectly adapted to her needs. 

when she left the loire in 2003, there was a 
hope shared by the company cunard line and 

the proud population of saint-nazaire that 
she would return one day. i am sure that her 

return to the port of origin on June 24th, 2017, 
will remain engraved in maritime history. 

david dingle, president of the cunard line.

NEW-YORK

SAINT-NAZAIRE

NORTH ATLANTIC  OCEAN

ARCHIPELAGO OF  THE  ACORES

FRANCE

UNITED STATES

N O R T H  R o a d  

S O U T H  R o a d

 
Q U E E N  M A R Y  2

R o a d

START 
ON JUNE 25TH 2017

ARRIVAL
FROM 

1ST JULY 2017

ARMADA COUNTRIES

SAINT-NAZAIRE

BREST

CHERBOURG

SOUTHAMPTON
22ND JUNE / DEPARTURE 

23RD JUNE / BOARDING
                    OF THE CLUB 100  

24TH JUNE / ARRIVAL

24TH JUNE
/ THE ARMADA 

ESCORTING 
THE QUEEN MARY 2

tonnage: 151, 400 Gt (gross tonnage)
decks: 13 for passengers, 4 for crew
max speed: 29.62 (54km/h)
Cruising speed: 28 knots
passengers: 2,691 in double base, 2,950 in max. capacity 
Crew: 1,292 officers and crew

on JUne 25th, 2017,  
two days after her departUre from 
soUthampton, the QUeen mary 2  
will sail from saint-nazaire  
to new york as part of the bridge.

JoIn us aboard the famous lIner to experIenCe  
a unIQue CruIse and Get front row seats to follow  
the transat of the Century,  
whICh retraCes the fIrst landInG of  
amerICan soldIers a Century earlIer.

welCome aboard!

rÉ
sa

for more information by e-mail: contact@thebridge2017
book online at: www.thebridge2017.com

If You waNT To BE paRT of THIs aDvENTuRE,  
You NEED waIT No loNGER.  
CoNTaCT us as sooN as possIBlE To pRE-Book  
8 ExCEpTIoNal DaYs aBoaRD THE QuEEN MaRY 2,  
fRoM JuNE 23RD To JulY 1sT, 2017, INClusIvE.

100 years of amerICan musIC



NANTES
17-21 JUIN

WORLD CUP 2017 

for more than ten years, the City of 
saint-nazaire has consistently demons-
trated solidarity with the french national 
sea rescue society (snsm). every year, on 
the first day of summer, they host  
the record snsm. this event, organised to-
gether with profil Grand large which brings 
together professional skippers  
and boating enthusiasts is a real communi-
cation platform for the association, made 
up of 7,000 volunteers. In 2017, during  
the brIdGe, it will celebrate its 50th 
anniversary. to celebrate, they will highlight 
the theme of solidarity at sea and all the 
professions of the rescuers will be put in 
the spotlight, in the heart of the race village 
of race, which will be illuminated with  
50 shades of orange.   

50 years of the snsm

the event 9the event8

this spectacular and innovative discipline, 
arising from street culture, brings together 
two teams of three players. considered to be 
the first urban team sport in the world, the 
"3x3", rich in rhythmic and festive culture, is 
played everywhere. in full swing, popular with 
youth in cities around the globe, it has every 
chance of becoming a new olympic discipline 
at the next olympic games in tokyo in 2020.

this is the first 3x3 world cup organised in 
france by nantes métropole, the ffbb (french 
basketball federation) and the bridge is 
part of the celebration. following on from 
athens, moscow and guangzhou in china in 
2016, the cité des ducs is preparing to wel-
come 20 men's teams and 20 women's teams 

from thirty-one countries at the site of the 
parc des chantiers on the island of nantes.

close by the “great elephant” and the “bas-
ketball tree”, these top-level athletes will 
compete in matches, as well as individual 
“slam dunk”, shoot and dexterity compe-
titions, and will share with the public the 
infectious energy of this emerging discipline 
in the heart of nantes. it is a beautiful way to 
echo the spirit of freedom and fraternity that 
goes hand in hand with basketball, a century 
after the first demonstrations of the art of 
dribbling on european soil.

The starter’s pistol for the start of THE BRIDGE will be fired from the island of Nantes, the beating heart 
of the Cité des Ducs. The festivities will begin on June 16th with the arrival of the offshore trimarans 
that will be moored at the foot of Les Machines de l’Île, in the waters of the Loire. Nantes will transform 
itself into a nautical theatre with global exposure. Jazz concerts and top level basketball games, in the 
framework of the first 3x3 World Cup organised in France, will bring to life both banks of the river. After 
a week of sporting and cultural events, the maxi-multihulls will sail out of the Loire in the direction of  
Saint-Nazaire and the open sea.

basketball on Centre staGe at the eVent In nantes

17-21 June 2017  
fIba 3x3 world ChampIonshIps

the Queen mary 2 will sail to join the bridge 
from southampton, its home port on the 
south coast of england. after a short stop in 
cherbourg on June 23rd to allow the 100 club
business leaders and passengers to embark 
on the centennial cruise, the steel giant 
will head for the cité des paquebots.  
on the way, it will cross paths with the 
centennial armada*.

aCCompanIed by a multInatIonal esCort ...
this exceptional fleet of ships flying the flag 

of a dozen nations will come together in brest 
to celebrate the victory of peace at sea and 
along the coasts. the fleet will come to salute 
the famous liner and escort it to its port of 
origin.
Under the patronage of Jean-yves le drian, 
minister of defence, and backed by the 
centennial mission 14-18 and the world war 
centennial commission, the bridge with its 
historical scope, will be amongst the major 
events of the franco-american commemora-
tions of 1917.

welCome baCk!
the 345-metre-long giant, with its elegant 
lines, 17 decks and its colossal 72-metre 
chimney, is expected to enter the louis 
Joubert lock on the afternoon of saturday, 
June 24th. 

following the numerous festivities on the the 
bridge programme, on sunday 25th June, 
the Queen mary 2 and the maxi-trimarans 
will sail out of the loire estuary and arrive 
at the starting point for the historic race 

across the atlantic that lies ahead of them. 
one hundred years after the landing of the 
first american soldiers on the european 
continent, the three cannon shots of this 
great challenge will reverberate under the 
bridge of saint-nazaire... this time, as a 
token of friendship.

* the countries invited by the french 
navy are: the United states, great britain, 
belgium, canada, ireland, portugal, italy, 
greece, brazil romania, germany and Japan.

24-25 June 2017: the Grand return of the Queen mary 2 to saInt-nazaIre

the bridge 2017 is a historic bridge. 
beneath the bridge of saint-nazaire, a 
720-metre-long cable-stayed steel structure, 
so much water has flowed since the sammies 
landed on June 25th, 1917. built by napoleon 
in the 19th century, the city has transitioned 
into the 21st century thanks to its foresight; 
its offshore wind farm is a strong symbol of 
this. however, above all else, it has long been 
the world's shipbuilding capital. its chantiers 
de l’atlantique, originating from the merger 
between chantiers de la loire and the chan-
tiers de penhoët, have been supplying the 

cruise market since 1955. the Queen mary 2, 
the normandy, the france and more recently, 
the harmony of the seas, the largest liner in 
the world, were all built in saint-nazaire.

from the GIants of the seas to the 
monsters of the aIr
in the wake of the giants of the seas, airliners 
also took flight from saint-nazaire. the 
great aeronautic adventure began in the 
early 1920s. in order to diversify the activity 
of shipbuilding, countless seaplanes and 
propeller-driven aircraft were built in the very 

heart of the chantiers de la loire, including 
the little harrier jet, gourdou-leseurre.
 
today, airbus spreads its wings in the same 
place. the european civil aviation giant, 
which has been based at the mouth of  
the estuary since 1970, designs the front 
points and the central fuselages for its 
whole range for planes up to 80 metres of 
wingspan, including the a380. Under the 
immense hangars on the banks of the loire, 
production runs at full speed. two planes 
leave the factory every day!

saInt-nazaIre, a fabled IndustrIal adVenture

The 3x3 basketball matches will take place in the very heart of Nantes.

The Chantiers de l'atlantique, the birthplace of prestigious liners, such as the Normandy, the france, the Queen Mary 2 and most recently, the Harmony of the seas.

The Queen Mary 2 will return from Joubert on saturday June 24th, 2017 and will sail under the bridge of saint-Nazaire the next day to start the challenge  against the trimarans.

The Machines site on the island of Nantes will host many sporting and cultural events.

The city of Saint-Nazaire, renowned for the skills and know-how of its shipyards, remains the cradle 
of the finest gems of the cruise ships. The return of Queen Mary 2, the most prestigious of them all, to 
its port of origin, will be an iconic event for the City of Liners whose history, culture and economy are 
strongly connected to the sea and its industries.

fully in line with the ambition for the international reach of the métropole nantes 
saint-nazaire, the bridge is an innovative example of the capacity for collaboration of 
its financial players. the numerous cultural and sporting events, including the extraor-
dinary 3x3 basketball world cup championship that will take place at the same time 
will give the people of nantes an opportunity to take part in this great event.
Johanna rolland, mayor of nantes and president of nantes métropole

“
” with its special place in the hearts of the people of saint-nazaire, the Queen mary 2 is obviously not like other liners. 

its recent anniversary represents a meeting between a great moment in history and the memories of our region.  
david samzUn, mayor of saint-nazaire.“ ”
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a QuestIon of weather CondItIons... 
at the beginning of summer, the risk of a heavy storms is lower than on the more traditional transatlantic 
crossings in the spring, on a similar course across the north atlantic from east to west. weather systems are 
less virulent, they are also less pronounced, not as harsh. beyond the main strategic choices and the classic 
option between a northern and a more southerly course, the choice will be open for tactical decisions. 
on board, the crews and in particular, the skipper-navigator team will have to constantly fine-tune their 
trajectory. small  time lags can count significantly to limit the gap at the finish against the Queen mary 2, and 
especially , to pull off a victory.

the trimaran idec sport, which uses the wind and the sea 
to move, represents the ideal link and symbolises the friendship 
between france and the United states. with the idec sport team, 
we are proud to participate in this premiere of the bridge. 
francis Joyon, skipper of idec sport

the symbolism is very strong. one hundred years after the americans
landed in europe, the bridge will retrace their steps, sailing to the
United states to create the link for the world of sailing and far beyond...  
françois gabart, skipper de macif

starting from saint-nazaire, finishing in new york, it is a mythi-
cal course that takes us back to the era of passenger ships and 
steamers. the Ultim trimarans on the bridge! it’s fantastic!  
yves le blévec, skipper d’actual 

being a pioneer is in the dna of the Ultim collective which brings 
together the owners of the biggest multihulls. today, with the bridge, 
we have a rendezvous with history. with this new race, with this  
new concept and with the Queen mary 2...  
thomas coville, skipper de sodebo

“

”

four sailors experienced in oceanic crossings have already signed up to compete on the 
bridge. they are the Queen mary 2’s first opponents to race on the ocean of choice: the 
atlantic. together with their crews, these offshore racing machines will race intensively 
on the playing field of the open atlantic. on board their high tech prototype 30 metre -long 
machines, the crews will lead the start ahead of the Queen mary 2.

6

Crewed race (6 crew) open to multihulls

Course: 3,152 miles (5,837 km) between 
saint-nazaire and new york

two categories of boats are invited  
to compete for victory on the finish line under 
the Verrazano bridge:
- the ultim, multihulls of more than 81 feet.  
the number of crew members is limited to six.
- multihulls from 51 to 80 feet.

one of the crew members, as well as being part 
of the sailing crew will be the  “media person” 
and responsible for sending photos, videos and 
stories. particularly, for the passengers of the 
Queen mary 2.
 

the course is open between the bridges of 
saint-nazaire and Verrazano however there  
will be two restricted sailing areas: 
- an area off the coast of labrador and 
newfoundland known as “ice” to avoid drifting 
icebergs and growlers;
- an “environmental area”, in the south,  
southeast of boston, in order not to risk collision 
with cetaceans in full migration.

the Centennial armada will escort the  
Queen mary 2 between brest and saint-nazaire. 
military ships representing 12 of the 50  
countries involved in the first world war  
will parade along the coasts of brittany.



tony parker, an exCeptIonal ambassador
the basketball player tony parker, iconic 
player of the french team and the nba  
was seduced by the concept, and is the 
exceptional ambassador for the bridge. 
born to a european mother and an american 
father, representing both france, where he 
grew up, and the Usa, he is a fine illustration 
of the strong ties and relationships uniting 
these two nations.
 
at 34, “tp” (pronounced "teepee") has built 
his career on the other side of the atlantic 

with the san antonio spurs, who he joined  
in 2001, winning five nba championship 
titles over the years. nevertheless, he has 
always shown unwavering loyalty to the 
french team, which he led to victory in the 
2013 european championship.  

after a last game with the blues at the recent 
rio de Janeiro olympic games, he does not 
intend to abandon the prestigious nba floor-
boards anytime soon. still very committed to 
his asvel club (lyon-villeurbanne), 

tony parker continues to defend and promote 
the values of fraternity and humanity that 
have always guided him in his exemplary 
career as a top athlete.  

during the basketball and the fiba 3x3  
world championships, organised for the  
first time in france as part of the nantes 
stopover of the bridge, the popular and 
charismatic ambassador will be present at 
the programme’s  main events 

welCome to new york

the 100 club was officially launched on 
september 17th, 2016 in nantes, in the 
presence of tony parker, ambassador for 
the bridge 2017, and already mobilised 
almost 50 companies.  nearly six months 
from the start of the centennial crossing, 
1,000 people from all walks of life have 
signed up for the adventure. consisting of a 
range of companies in the grand-ouest, this 
high-level club is flying national and interna-
tional flags. when booking the first cabins on 
board the Queen mary 2, the decision-makers 
from these companies enabled the charter of 
the prestigious liner for the event. a genuine 
business enterprise, alongside an ambitious 
media and digital campaign is being set up 
around this collaboration to create and build 
a reflection of the companies of the future. 

«today’s CompanIes, buIldInG  
tomorrow’s realIty»
the bridge invites companies to participate 
and become key players in building a 
meaningful event. going beyond a prestigious 
cruise combining business and pleasure with 
front row seats for the incredible challenge, 
the 100 club aims to bring together innova-
tive and visionary entrepreneurs. this forum 
for exchange invites them to create proactive 
networks, to cross-fertilise perspectives and 
to share emotional moments by looking back 
on the past, to live the present and build 
the future. through “co-working” workshops 
organised around collaborative methods, 
members of the 100 club will be invited to 
analyse a rapidly-changing world; to work on 
the various aspects that enable companies 
to develop in a responsible and sustainable 
way: digital, organisational, environmental, 
economic and societal.

entrepreneurIal exeCutIVe workshop
a steering committee, made up of the main 
heads of the 100 club (yves gillet of keran, 
patricia brochard of sodebo, laurent métral 
of the cic, yoann Joubert of réalités, bruno hug 
of larauze d'idéa) is responsible for defining 
the content for the on board workshops. 
cap gemini (ase) and kea & partners, 
as partners, will co-build and moderate the 
whole operation.

a true label of excellence and human 
responsibility, the "100 club" is also a com-
munications platform that benefits from the 
international reach of the bridge. 
taking part will help companies highlight 
their know-how and dynamism for the entire 
world to see...

the oCean as the “blue” workers’ oVeralls
When the race crews and passengers on the Queen Mary 2 cross the finish line under the Verrazano- 
Narrows Bridge, they will step ashore, at the end of an amazing ocean crossing and unique entrepreneurial 
adventure in New York, one of the most beautiful and extraordinary cities in the world.

The Queen Mary 2 will arrive in New York on July 1st, 2017, in the early hours of the morning.

sailing, a formidable communications channel for companies.

new york. multicultural, multiethnic, magnetic, magical, dazzling: there is no shortage of superlatives to describe this iconic city of the american dream. manhattan, harlem, the bronx and brooklyn: 
the “boroughs” make up a city with the diversity and endless energy that captivates visitors. “new york, new york (...) the city that never sleeps” - as sinatra sang - will be the final stage of 
the bridge.

starting the race in the middle of an armada in front of the harbour where the Queen mary 2 was built. 
following the progress of the giant multihulls mile by mile and each day and engaging in live exchanges with the skippers and their team members engaged in an exciting race across the atlantic.
enjoying exceptional concerts revisiting 100 years of jazz and american music.
discovering 3x3 basketball at first-hand: the young and dynamic discipline that is booming all over the world. 
participating in expert talks with internationally recognised speakers (economists, historians, philosophers ...) around a century of exchanges between europe and the united states.
enriching one’s own networks with innovative and visionary entrepreneurs.
raising profiles amongst many decision-makers.
exchanging ideas about the position of companies in the world of tomorrow, going to meet pioneers of the new forms of business.

what Is the 100 Club?

As part of THE BRIDGE 2017, 100 companies will experience a unique  
entrepreneurial adventure, culminating in the crossing of the Atlantic on board 
the Queen Mary 2. Within the framework of a unified and innovative programme, 
hundreds of executives and collaborators will reflect on the companies of  
the future, which are high-performing and with strong human values. It will be  
a Centennial Seminar in the form of an open forum.

concept

we are currently experiencing an incredibly  
innovative period marked by change. the bridge  
as an event is very ambitious, especially in its  
entrepreneurism. it invites leaders and decision-makers 
to shut themselves up for six days - which is really 
rather exceptional - to reflect together on the position  
of their companies in a world that is shifting and  
experiencing major changes. the aim will be for us  
to write, with the collaboration of experts, young people 
and visionaries, the basis for a common project on  
the place and role of the company of tomorrow. 
patricia brochard, co-president of sodebo 
and sponsor of the 100 club.

“

”

i think it is wonderful that 3x3 basketball is 
developing in the way it is, and that a world cup is 
making this discipline a little more official. i also 
started this way when i was younger, playing in the 
street in playgrounds. the 3x3 is simple, free and 
fun, it is aimed first and foremost, at young people. 
it is important to help inspire youth. 
tony parker, the bridge ambassador.

“

”

the clUb 100 / the seminar of the centUry 13the event12
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“the bridge 2017 is about the power of a 
network of diverse members around a  
purposeful project that facilitates a collabo-
rative reflection on the business world and  
on one’s own company”. 
sylvain roger, Jsr - prefa technicoff, ceo 

“i imagine the company of the future to be on 
a human scale and very agile. it will thrive 
thanks to each employee finding fulfilment 
within his or her role. with one standard rule: 
all who respect and work for the improvement 
of the company will embark on a wonderful 
crossing.” vincent grimont, vyp, ceo 

“i look forward to sharing privileged moments 
and experiences with other western entrepre-
neurs. this will be the opportunity to build the 
vision of our future 2022 business venture 
with my management team and to reinforce 
the gruau brand image by sharing strong and 
common values with this event, such as the 
human aspects, team spirit and openness to 
the world.” 
patrick grUaU, groupe grUaU, ceo  

“our hallmark of  “entrepreneurs of the 
future” resonates with the bridge 2017. as 
a provider of construction professionals, we 
must innovate in our expertise, our products 
and our organisation. we are actively working 
on it! we firmly believe in a dynamic that 
pushes us to reinvent ourselves.” 
alain marion, groupe herige, ceo

 “i decided to join in the adventure of the 
bridge 2017 for a unique human and 
professional experience. i have dreamt of 
crossing the atlantic since i was a child! i 
hope to come back with many new ideas to 
make our shops thrive.” sylvain gUillet, 
atol opticians, manager

“we are thrilled to be taking part in the 
100 club, on the one hand because of the 
richness of the meetings and exchanges with 
the different participants, and on the other 
hand, because the different perspectives of 
the companies of the future, which can be a 
source of innovative management solutions 
and improvements in our organisations.” 
françois-xavier lesot, the  maison hebel 
noosa, ceo  

“the bridge 2017 will bring us closer 
together, helping us to assess a five-year  
programme and plan for the future to  
strategise for a new phase of our develop-
ment. we look forward to this moment of 
conviviality and exchanges focused on the 
companies of the future.” 
valérie girard, automobile club de l’ouest, 
secretary general 

“our name - manhattan associates - was 
reason enough for us to get on board with 
this great project! we want to share an 
original adventure that unites europe and the 
United state with our teams and our clients. 
we are involved in business ventures  on a 
daily basis, where clients are seen in a new 
light, and our relationships will be enriched 
by taking part in the reflections on the  
companies of the future.” 
henri seroUx, manhattan associates, senior 
vice president emea

“we are always on the look-out for exceptional 
challenges, and the bridge 2017 is going 
to be one of them! we are thrilled about the 
idea of exchanging ideas with other business 
leaders. plus, it is a great opportunity for us 
to raise our profile.” fabrice brUneliÈre, 
simab, managing director  

“beyond the high visibility of the event, we 
have the ambition that the 100 club will 
ultimately agree that health and wellbeing 
are a lever of performance for the whole 
company and that mutuelle harmonie is 
perceived as an essential, responsible and 
sustainable partner for the transformation 
of companies.” franck pasteaU, harmonie 
mutuelle, communications, marketing, health 
prevention & promotion manager - brittany 
normandy region  

“the company of tomorrow will be a company 
committed to values and expertise that it 
shares with all its employees.  
an agile company that evolves with its project 
and its market.” 
marie maignan, protect'homs, assistant 
secretary general  

“the cadegau group has decided to share 
this initiative with the 100 club local  
business leaders to promote regional bu-
siness. in the future, our companies will have 
to be more open to the outside world  
to adapt more quickly to demands in this 
rapidly evolving world.” 
Jean-luc cadio, cadegau - berjac, ceo 

“as a network man, i am very drawn to the 
100 club. this is a real opportunity to meet 
future clients. and more generally, 
the bridge 2017 is, in m opinion,  an 
innovative and bold way to develop networks 
and business. it is also a good lever for 
communication.” 
françois moUsset, dantes yachts, ceo

“we were immediately impressed by the  
combination of human adventure, the parti-
cipation of experts and  the competition with 
the multihulls. it is an excellent summary 
of our daily life! we are going on a journey 
through time with modern-day tools.” 
françois boUrdin, cgmp, general manager 

“a territory like ours needs initiatives with a 
vast outreach. this is what we have with 
the bridge 2017 and the 100 club. the 
companies of the future will look different 
from today's companies. that's the only thing  
we know for sure! any initiatives that may open 
our eyes to tomorrow’s world are welcome.” 
tony lesaffre, europcar atlantic, ceo  

“i am confident that the reputation and 
image of the event will help to foster a good 
entrepreneurial dynamic in the western 
region of france. the 100 club will allow us 
to make contacts during the different events 
and during the crossing.” 
olivier baret and philippe visonneaU, 
sfcmm, general managers 

“the remarkable nature of the event, its 
scope and significance have been decisive 
for me. together, within the 100 club, we will 
demonstrate that we can meet and surpass 
the most ambitious objectives.  
i hope to experience a collaborative dynamic 
to discover new ways of doing business in the 
future, and to integrate new ideas for new 
business ventures. the company of tomorrow 

will have to integrate new models of the third 
industrial and agricultural revolution, inclu-
ding: collaborative, environmental, financial, 
digital, technological ...” 
bruno hUg de laraUze, idea group, ceo

“in the future world of business, everyone will 
be able to discover and express their value in 
order to be open to the values of others.  
we need this, in order to better understand 
each other, share and act together to produce 
more values for all.” 
denis tendron, regard 9, managing director

“we have a vision of our market ‘s develop-
ment with a business project and a clear aim. 
the idea of sharing this vision with 100 other 
companies, focusing on key issues of the 
future, is a wonderful opportunity.” 
samuel tUal, actUal group, ceo 

“we would like to take part in an adventure of 
co-construction with financial and institutio-
nal operators from the grand ouest within the 
100 club before, during and after the transat, 
with exchanges focussed on a unifying topic: 
the companies of the future.“ 
frédéric marchand, cabinet cornet vincent 
segurel, associate lawyer

“there is a certain pride in being one of the 
pioneers embarking on the great adventure 
of crossing the atlantic on a boat. we have 
common ground, and know how to rally 
around a common cause that promotes our 
region  and the values that we hold dear, 
such as fraternity and respect for those who 
have shaped who we are.” 
Jean-paul and vincent legendre, legendre 
group, managing directors

“we do not give up when faced with 
difficulties of all kinds, and we know how to 
mobilise all our energies to make our region a 
welcoming place, share our culture with the 
world, develop our businesses and rise  
to challenges. the bridge is one of them.  
we are proud to be taking part.” 
alain ragUideaU, sofira group - galeo, 
managing director

100 Club : ConVerGInG VIews

from left to right: francis vallat, vice president of THE BRIDGE, Yves Gillet, CEo of keran Group, David Dingle, president of Cunard line ltd., fred vroom, lawyer, patrick Boissier, president of THE 
BRIDGE, frédéric Marchand, lawyer, Damien Grimont, organiser of THE BRIDGE and Jean-Marie Biette, secretary of THE BRIDGE.

"the maritime world is right about the 
exceptional importance and influence of the 
bridge. from the beginning, sailors wanted 
to believe in it, dreaming that this crazy 
project could come true. it is in homage to 
those "boys" who crossed the atlantic to fight 
with us in our struggle for liberty, but also to 
unfurl an adventure with its heart in the sea. 
it is for this reason that almost all the mari-
time institutions of france have shown their 
support from the start, followed by the local 
authorities, and also, the decisive support of 
all the key players in the business world."

"to participate in the bridge is to comme-
morate a major happening in our history. it is 
also a tremendous opportunity to develop the 
assets of our region and to project ourselves 
in the years to come. the ability to work 
together, whether public or private, cultural, 
sporting or economic, with a common set of 
values, gives power and legitimacy to the 
bridge project. sharing emotional moments, 
developing synergies and thinking about the 
companies of tomorrow is our ambition! "

"the image will definitely go around the world: 
the Queen mary 2 sailing side by side with 
the biggest and fastest multihulls, under the 
bridge of saint-nazaire, close by the nazirian 
shipyards where she was born in 2003. in terms 
of the media, the event has undoubtedly got 
enormous potential. i can already imagine the 
banks of the loire crammed with people ... in 
nantes and on the nazarene quays, jazz and 
basketball will disembark, as they did in 1917, 
to celebrate the centenary of the arrival of the 
american soldiers. all around, there will be great 
concerts and with the 3x3 world cup sponsored 
by tony parker, the party promises to be really 
incredible! "

“it’s an honour for me to participate in the 
bridge. every step taken and each step 
forward - from the agreement reached 
with cunard to the commitment of many 
participants from grand ouest, through all 
the major events now put in place - has been 
hugely satisfying. since the first day, this 
project, exceptional from start to finish, has 
been steadily growing on all fronts: sporting, 
cultural, historical and of course human, 
while cooperation multiplies under the aus-
pices of profil grand large. the celebration 
of the centenary of the arrival of american 
troops will be magical! "

an assoCIatIon and an orGanIsatIon at the serVICe of the eVent
THE BRIDGE, a non-profit association (‘1901’ in France) was created in June 2014 to lead the project 
and bring together all the participants and public and private partners working towards the success of the 
event.

patrick boissier, president francis vallat, vice president yves gillet, treasUrer Jean-marie biette, secretary

sailing as a tool to break down 
barriers and innovate
as a major player in the world of offshore 
racing, profil grand large brings together 
public institutions, companies, associations, 
colleges and lycées, as well as the general 
public, around collaborative events and 
sports, combining innovative artistic projects, 
ideas for solidarity, and high-tech challen-
ges, such as the record snsm, a commu-
nications platform for sea rescuers, and 
the chocolate solidarity, a transatlantic 
collaboration between france and mexico.

a knockoUt team 
damien grimont, director of profil grand 
large, is surrounded by a team with multiple 
talents: project managers, sales-people, 
communicators, administrators (all of whom 
are able to design large multi- level events) 
the general public, generators of dreams, of 
meetings and of collaborative events. events 
rich in meaning.

profIle of Grand larGe, Creator of meanInGful eVents
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realites and rÉaUtÉ chocolat: official partners of the bridge 2017the cic, foUnding partner of the bridge 2017

"true to its policy of supporting heritage and cultural events, the cic is joining the bridge project, 
which will see sport, music and history promote a major sailing event.   

cic gets close to its clients because of its basis in local society, and is a major player in banking, 
insurance, telephony and technology services, focused on economic development in the regions.  cic 
and, in particular, the regional bank cic ouest, joins and supports this project with the objective of 
bringing distant regions closer together to better build the future.  

beyond the commemoration of the centenary of the american landing in 1917 in brest and 
saint-nazaire, the bridge is the example of a faithful and secular friendship that unites france 
and the United states. it is also the opportunity for two countries that have always been close to 
come together for the same cause to celebrate shared values  with the population, including all 
generations, pieces of history and life. cic west will contribute to the celebrations. "

nicolas thÉry,  president of the confédération nationale du crédit 
alain fradin,  president of the cic alain fradin, director general of the cic

“the transatlantic bank is pleased to embark on the centennial cruise. this multi-faceted 
historical event brings us together around common values of international openness. it will make 
it possible to highlight the expertise of our services and our businesses by bringing customers our 
knowledge in private management.” 

brUno JUlien-laferriÈre, chairman of the management board of banque transatlantique

the brIdGe and the CIC, 
sharInG a Core Value of frIendshIp

the affIrmatIon of a faIthful and seCular 
frIendshIp between franCe and the unIted states

“the bridge 2017, the cic group and all its all the regional banks share the same fundamental 
value of fraternity. we are also very keen to highlight the iconic events that make up the richness 
and attractiveness of our regions. cic group wants to be an important partner for the develop-
ment and success of the bridge 2017, which will contribute to the influence of the pays de 
la loire and brittany, the operating regions of the banque cic ouest. we are therefore pleased 
to see you “come aboard" with us, to show all the aspects of the collaborative project bringing 
together history, music, sport and business!” 

laUrent mÉtral, president and ceo of cic ouest

“ ”“ ”

“companies are built around projects and new challenges and this is exactly what symbolises 
this great event the bridge, which we have the pleasure, the honour and the pride to support.  

as an official partner, we aim to develop the reaUtÉ chocolat brand, which has been promo-
ting its involvement at a national level for some months. the brand really deserves to be known 
by all foodies! we were looking for a new way of promoting the band and the bridge is the 
ideal tool with its values, with which we totally identify: passion, a taste for adventure, sharing 
experiences.  

we will also make the most of the business workshop that has been organised by the 100 clUb. 
the major forces of the economy of western france, a dynamic region for industry of all types, 
will be gathered for several days as a network in a prestigious setting aboard the Queen mary 2. 
we will be able to work together to improve our company peformances. it is therefore with great 
pleasure that reaUtÉ chocolat will board alongside all these entrepreneurs looking to the 
future.” 

christian bUton, ceo of rÉaUtÉ chocolat

rÉaUtÉ chocolat, "one taste is all yoU need ..."
creator, manufacturer and distributor of chocolates, biscuits, macaroons, sugared almonds and 
confectionery, rÉaUtÉ chocolat is a french family business, born in a bakery founded in 1954 
by roland and madeleine réauté in mayenne. in 1989, the children of the founders specialised 
in chocolate. they created the chocolate factory and developed two specialties, which are iconic 
to this day: the mayottes and carats. they opened their first shop in 1998. this was the starting 
point for network development, in the form of franchises since 2008. rÉaUtÉ chocolat offers 
their chocolates at the best quality/quantity/price ratio. founders of 250 m² self-service choco-
late shops located in commercial districts of built-up areas, rÉaUtÉ chocolat is growing and 
now has 54 stores throughout france.

passIon, a taste for adVenture, sharInG expe-
rIenCes“ ”

realities, performance and innovation at the service of real estate proJects
a major player in real estate in the grand ouest, groupe realites supports elected represen-
tatives, companies, investors and individuals in their real estate projects. with twelve years 
of experience, its business and focus is to develop exclusive new buildings (individual houses, 
apartments, affordable housing, service residences, offices, shops) and building land. whether 
for housing (main or secondary residence), to make a rental investment or to build a family 
home, the projects are managed all the way from development through to delivery and at 
realites, we take pride in the quality of our products and ultimate customer satisfaction.

“it is in the dna of realites, linked to its roots in nantes, with a  new york investor-promoter as 
a partner, to reach out beyond its borders, as with the bridge 2017. our american partner, who 
placed his confidence in us, wants to accompany our business operations. this obviously makes 
sense with an event like the bridge 2017, which aims to set up a network of companies through 
the 100 clUb, from one coast to another across the atlantic ...

this project, which we liked from the start, aims to bring together many players from all walks of 
life, in a co-constructive model, to reflect on themes for the future: the company of tomorrow. within 
realites, we are open-minded and above all, we are very aware of the economic environment. we 
have to be quick and accountable to all partners, managers and collaborators, so that everyone 
can bring his or her suggestions to building the company: directing our future and not just being 
spectators.

the bridge 2017 and realites share the same values: ambition and performance. we had to get 
involved in this adventure, which we are delighted to embark on today.”

benoît lebeaU, deputy director for innovation, communication and special projects (icsp)  
of realites

the brIdGe 2017 and realItes deVelop theIr 
terrItory: a dynamIC and entrepreneurIal 
assoCIatIon 

“
”
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"the bridge celebrates the anniversary of a global event: the 
Us entered the first world war and the american troops landed 
on the european continent in 1917, marking an important 
moment in the history of the twentieth century. constantly 
fluctuating between interventionism and isolationism, america 
chose at that moment to play a major international role.

for france, it represented not only the arrival on the scene of a 
powerful ally, but also the confirmation of a powerful historical 
link going back to the war of independence. to commemorate 
1917, the creators of the bridge have made symbolic choices 
that are attractive to brittany and morbihan. the Queen mary 
2 was built in saint-nazaire and many people from morbihan 
participated in its construction. we also take a great interest 
in the race between this fine liner and the fastest multihulls 
of our times: many of them are a result of the work of local 
shipyards and architects, and many have their training bases 
on our coasts. 1917 was also the year jazz came to europe, 
and the jazz festival of vannes is a reminder of this.

for many good reasons, the department of morbihan is 
pleased to join forces with the bridge and wishes it the best 
success."

françois goUlard,  
former minister, president of morbihan county council.

"it is here in loire-atlantique that the crazy idea of a transa-
tlantic race celebrating the centenary of the landing of 1917 
became ‘the bridge’. it is not a coincidence. our territory 
is full of great talent in all areas, from high-level sport to 
cutting- edge industry. we thrive on combining our expertise to 
innovate together. we are inspired by the loire and the atlantic 
to always set our sights far and high, beyond the riverbanks 
and the horizon.

the choice of the pont de saint-nazaire and the verraza-
no-narrows of the new york bay as the emblems of this event 
goes beyond a photo opportunity for tourists. firstly, because 
this magnificent work of art suspended on the estuary belongs 
to the department’s road heritage. secondly, and above all, 
because it is a very beautiful symbol of the commitment that 
underpins our daily action: to build bridges between territories 
and their inhabitants, to fight against inequalities, to bring 
meaning to all our shared values.

bridges between peoples are also bonds that unite our 
memories to continue building the future without forgetting 
the things of the past. since the dawn of humanity, our history 
is entirely determined by encounters between both sides the 
atlantic. too often, they are accompanied by fear, mistrust, 
enslavement or war. even in current times. but this strong 
impulse, constantly renewed, stirs us all to rise in solidarity 
across the globe.

it was this ambition that inspired our vision to support the 
bridge. we share the same desire as the organisers to make 
this event a celebration for everyone. also, over the past few 
months, we have been offering 1000 students and young 
people ongoing support until June 2017. because, in the future 
it will be their turn to foster and mobilise for more fraternity 
between peoples - all peoples. our hope is that they become 
the best ambassadors of the loire-atlantique for all the “the 
bridges” of the world."

philippe grosvalet,  
president of the loire-atlantique department

loire-atlantiQUe coUnty coUncil
"buIldInG the future wIthout 
eVer forGettInG the past"

morbihan coUnty coUncil
"the annIVersary of a Global 
eVent"

town of saint-nazaire
"a moment where the hIstory of 
the world and our own reGIon 
meet"

"it will be an extraordinary moment for saint- nazaire to see 
the Queen mary return to the shores where she was built, 
thanks to the ingenious creators of the bridge. the people 
of saint-nazaire will, naturally, be there at the start of the 
highlight of a year packed with activities dedicated to the 
commemoration of the landing of american troops.

this cruise ship obviously holds a special place in our hearts.
its beautiful lines are a tribute to the great ocean liners 
that have marked the history of our city. the anniversary we 
have recently celebrated has been a moment of encounter 
between that historical moment and all that is engraved in 
the memories of our people: the creation of a new harbour in 
the waters of the estuary in donges for the wharves and docks 
in montoir, the creation of the vast lake in Joalland forest to 
secure the supply of drinking water and which is, today, a 
prime attraction for sportsmen and hikers, business facilities, 
and family get-togethers...

alongside a great sense a pride, there will undoubtedly also 
be some surprise, as it is extremely unusual for a steamer to 
return to its port of origin. it will also be an emotional time 
because we will all have in our thoughts the victims of the 
accident that occurred when the access bridge fell, which 
claimed the life of sixteen of our fellow townspeople.

all this has been reminder, and it is all part of our shared 
history. all this will make for a wonderful celebration thanks 
to so many working together to make happen. i can’t praise it 
highly enough. bring on June 2017!"

david samzUn,
mayor of saint-nazaire     

pays de la loire region
"CelebratInG the tIes that bInd 
our terrItorIes to the unIted 
states"

brittany region
"the proJeCt’s roots and 
resourCes are In tune wIth our 
reGIon"

" sporting challenges, cultural events, economic ties: this 
is far more than a commemoration, it is a celebration of the 
ties that bind our territories to the United states. the bridge 
wants to highlight all of these on the centenary of the landing 
of troops on the atlantic coast.

of course, there are links between projects, which we naturally 
wish to reinforce during this event. but there are also links 
woven into our shared values. these values bring the american 
east and the french west together in the same community: 
audacity, ambition, the desire for freedom, the sense of 
responsibility and the collaboration... values of the future that 
we must share on both sides of the atlantic, as well as with all 
the participants involved in the bridge.   

i would like to thank the organizers of this great international 
event. the region is pleased and proud to embark on this 
beautiful franco-american adventure that highlights our 
region by reaffirming the strong ties between our two nations 
and all those who are part of it: entrepreneurs in the 100 club, 
sportsmen and adventurers , tourism, economic and cultural 
players, and all those who will gather to learn together. i wish 
you a wonderful commemoration!"
 
brUno retailleaU,  
president of the pays de la loire regional council

"to create an event combining the celebration of one hundred 
years of friendship between france and the United states, a 
yacht race between a liner and powerful racing sailboats, to-
gether with sporting and musical entertainment on shore. the 
organisers of the bridge and its partners have set themsel-
ves a truly ambitious and unprecedented challenge.

through its support for this event, the regional council of 
brittany wishes to strongly highlight its very strong ties with 
the sea. with an exceptional coastline and a history shaped 
by the exploits of illustrious seamen, brittany is the region 
of choice for many sailors. the permanent collaboration 
between competitors and marine companies allows french 
skippers to sail on the most efficient yachts in the world. 
breton companies in the nautical sector, often leaders in their 
market, are now recognised internationally for their expertise 
and know-how. the challenges of state-of-the-art technologies 
developed by the sailing and offshore racing world are used far 
beyond the original scope, on cruising boats and even further 
afield in areas such as renewable marine energies, defence 
and aeronautics.  

beyond the regional institution, the whole of the brittany 
region is supporting  the bridge project, whose roots and 
resources are so tightly bound to our region."

loïg chesnais-girard,  
first vice president brittany region

many countries celebrate their friendships, but the 
one that unites france and the United states of ame-
rica is one of the oldest and strongest.

since the la fayette expedition, the same struggle for 
freedom has brought our two nations closer together. 
we once gave them freedom in 1917, and they twice 
gave it to us, in 1944. we continue, to this day, our 
common military engagements in asia, africa and the 
east.  

with the approach of the hundred-year anniversary 
since the americans entered the first world war, it is 
therefore important to re-establish a bridge of history 
and culture, remembrance and festivity between the 

two atlantic shores. it is the strength of the "the 
bridge" project that our two peoples are once again 
united, and, through major popular events, to evoke 
the centennial expression of a solidarity that conti-
nues to resonate today.

it is a project that encompasses ambition and au-
dacity. i am very happy to be part of it, together with 
the centenary mission and the cultural services of 
the french embassy in the United states, to look back 
on a glorious past, and write a new page in friendly 
franco-american relations. 

Jean-yves le drian, defense minister

«a brIdGe of hIstory, Culture, remembranCe and CelebratIon ConneCtInG both sIdes of the atlantIC. »

support CommIttee

nantes mÉtrolpole
"an InternatIonal wIndow on 
many frenCh CompanIes"

"the bridge is completely in line with the ambitions the 
towns of nantes saint-nazaire have to promote the region 
internationally.  the event is a new demonstration of the ca-
pacity the regional economic players have to engage, to build 
collectively, to organise themselves, to structure a network 
of entrepreneurs and local decision-makers on the theme of 
"meeting tomorrow’s challenges". this initiative will give inter-
national visibility to many companies from the french region.

the creation of the 100 club represents the emergence and 
rapid growth of a network of exchanges and meetings between 
innovative entrepreneurs. this initiative is fully in line with 
french values: public-private partnership, agility and efficien-
cy. it will serve to make the region more attractive, motivated 
by the presence of public figures.

this event goes beyond the economic dimension: it also cele-
brates the arrival of the allied soldiers in france. cultural and 
sporting events, notably the basketball 3x3 world cup, will be 
held in parallel and a team from nantes will compete."
 
Johanna rolland,  
mayor of nantes and president of nantes métropole
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